
 

 

FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE 
 
Old Masters Doubles the Size of Their Distribution Center 
 
Orange City, IA – March 6, 2019 – Old Masters, a division of Diamond Vogel, unveiled their distribution 
center expansion at a ribbon cutting ceremony today. The new addition doubled the amount of storage 
space by adding over 25,000 square feet to the existing building. The additional space will be used to allow 
Old Masters to efficiently warehouse and distribute more product for their customers, as well as other 
Diamond Vogel produced products. 
 
“We are really pleased that the increasing customer demand for our Old Masters products has allowed us 
to add this additional resource for our company,” said Doug Vogel, Vice President of Marketing and 
Strategic Relationships for Diamond Vogel. “Customers across the United States and Canada have found 
that Old Masters provides the right mix of quality and value for their projects.”  
 
The original Old Masters building was opened in 2007. It included 4,142 square feet of office space and 
25,216 square feet of warehouse space. Construction on the new distribution center addition began in the 
summer of 2018.  
 
“The City of Orange City appreciates the investment that Diamond Vogel made with the Old Masters 
distribution center expansion,” said Mark Gaul, Community Development Director for the City of Orange 
City. “Diamond Vogel has always been a leader when it comes to industrial growth in Orange City. We are 
thankful for their leadership and look forward to future projects.” 
 
About Old Masters 
 
Old Masters is nationally recognized for its comprehensive stains and finishes retail programs for 
independent paint and hardware retailers. Founded in 1953, Old Masters manufactures wood finishing 
products for the woodworking enthusiast and professional. The company believes in quality that lasts, 
attention to detail, integrity, and enduring craftsmanship. For more information about Old Masters, visit 
myoldmasters.com.  
 
About Diamond Vogel  
 
Diamond Vogel is a manufacturer of high-quality paint and coatings based in Orange City, Iowa. Founded 
in 1926, Diamond Vogel provides coating solutions to the industrial, architectural, industrial wood, 
automotive, aerosol, traffic, and toll manufacturing markets. For more information about Diamond Vogel, 
visit their website at diamondvogel.com.  
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